
Beijing Language and Culture University
One on One Chinese Classes on Skype

Class Levels

No. Level
Hour

s
Vocab

Needed
Characters

Covered
Grading
Capacity

Target
Vocab

HSK Level Description
Books

1
Introductory

Chinese
30 0 150 HSK Level 1

Can use, listen and write using pinyin. Can understand the
structure of Chinese characters. The most commonly used
vocabulary, for daily life, learning and other basic communication,
such as hello, thank you, sorry, and brief personal information.

综合：
《汉语会话301句》上册

Conversational Chinese
301

2
Basic

Chinese
30 100 300 HSK Level 2

Can understand and use familiar everyday expressions and
sentences to meet specific needs. Will introduce themselves and
introduce others and be able to ask questions to others, such as:
where to stay? who do you know? what things do you have? what
to do? and others. Can also answer these questions. To speak
slowly, clearly and demonstrate a willingness to cooperate using
simple conversation.

综合：
《汉语会话301句》上册

3
Elementary

Chinese
40 300 600 HSK Level 3

The most relevant areas vital to understanding sentences and
frequently used words, such as simple personal and information
about family, shopping, environment, work. Students can
communicate about their own familiar topics and daily life. Can
use simple words to introduce their educational experience, as
well as their immediate needs of the surrounding environment.

综合：
《汉语会话301句》下册

4
High

Elementary
Chinese

90 600 1200 HSK Level 4

Covers work, school, leisure time, can understand others using
standard and clear speech. Topic of travelling in China, able to
cope with most situations. Can express simple and logical views
on some familiar themes and areas of interest. Can describe an
incident, experience or a dream, can introduce their expectations,

综合课：
《成功之路·顺利篇》

口语课：
《汉语口语速成·基础篇》



goals and be able to plan, describe simple ideas for explanations
and instructions.

5
Intermediate

Chinese
90 1200 2000

Can maintain conversation, express their ideas in different
contexts. Can deal with more difficult aspects of communicating
in daily life. Can ask for more information in dialogues, for
example, able to describe symptoms to doctor, and can ask
about the causes. Summary of news and information can be
evaluated, article, reports, discussion papers etc., add details to
answer questions, able to describe how to do something and give
a detailed description. Can confidently communicate in their own
specialised and daily topics.

综合课：
《成功之路·进步篇》

口语课：
《汉语口语速成·提高篇》

6
High

Intermediate
Chinese

90 2000 3000 HSK Level 5

Able to understand a complex concrete article or basic content of
more abstract themes. Including technical discussion topics in the
learners professional field of expertise. Clearly, fully cover a wide
range of topics, and able to express their views on current events,
able to present advantages and disadvantages of various
possibilities.

综合课：
《成功之路·提高篇》

口语课：
《汉语口语速成·中级篇》

7
Advanced

Chinese
120 3000 4500 HSK Level 6

Can grasp a wide range of areas, including the ability to
understand the meaning of long complex articles. Can
communicate freely, smoothly, with almost no pauses or
interruption. Can apply language, flexibly and effectively in social,
working, academic life, articulate complex topics.

综合课：
《成功之路·跨越篇》

口语课：
《汉语口语速成·高级篇》

8
Proficient
Chinese

120 4500 6000
Can easily understand almost all reading and listening content.
Express freely, accurately and smoothly. Can grasp the meaning
and sublte differences in complex topics.

综合课：
《成功之路·冲刺篇》


